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In this paper we obtain determinantal conditions necessary for the existence of (r, A)-designs. 
The work is based on a paper of Connor [2]. In [3] Deza establishes an inequality which must 
be satisfied by the column vectors of an equidistant code; or, equivalently, the block sizes in an 
(r, A)-design. We obtain 3 generalization c” this inequality. 
1. Introduction 
An (r, A)-design D is a pair (V, B) in which V is a finite set of cardinality ZJ and 
B is a collection of 6 subsets of V such that 
(i) every element (variety) of V occurs in precisely r subsets (blocks) of B, 
(ii) every pair of distinct elements of V occurs in precisely A subsets of B. 
We define the order of an (r, A)-design to be n = r -A. 
If we impose an additional constraint that each subset in B be of equal 
cardinality k then we have defined a balanced incomplete block design (BIBD). 
The parameters of a BIBD are usually written (u, 6, r, k, A). 
An incidence matrix for a BIBD or (r, A)-design defined on varieties V1, 
V2, l * l 3 V’ and blocks B1, &, . . . , Bb is a v X b O-l matrix A =(Uij) in which 
aij = 1, if Vi E JBj, 
= 0, otherwise. 
Basic information on BIBD’s can be found in [6] and [15] while some results on 
(r, A)-designs can be found in [12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 211. 
A binary equidistant (m, 2k, h)-code is an m x h array with entries 0 and 1 such 
that any 2 different rows have precisely 2k columns in which there are different 
entries. The rows are called the codewords and the number of columns is the 
length of the code. The constant 2k is called the distance between codewords. 
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If in addition any 2 rows have precisely A columns with a 1 in both positions, 
we have a balanced equidistant (m, 2k, h, A)-code. 
Given, an equidistant code, interchanging (complementing) O’s and l’s un- 
iformly in any column does not alter the equidistant property of the array. We can 
always complement the columns with a 1 in the first row and arrange for the first 
row to be all zeros. This implies then that each of rows 2 to m contains precisely 
2k ones and that any 2 distinct rows (excluding the zero row) h;c;ve precisely k 
columns with a 1 in both rows. This is a balanced equidistant (no - 1,2k, h, k)- 
code. 
More information on these and other codes can be found in [l]. 
By considering the O-1 array of a balanced equidistant (m, 2k, h, A)-code as an 
incidence matrix, ii is clear that it is a (k + A, h)-design with m varieties and h 
blocks. 
For an (r, A )-design D on the variety set V let B,, &, . . . , B, represent the r 
blocks containing some variety X. The remaining blocks we denote by 
B * B,,. We define the r-complement of D by rtl7***‘, 
B:=V\Bi, i=l,...,r., 
and 
B: = Bi, i=r+l,...,b. 
It is easy to verify [ 171 that the r-complement is % (2n, n)-design defined on the 
variety set V\( .Y) and with blocks BI (i = 1,2, . . . , h). 
Now if ~6 2n, by letting 
B~=B:U(~}, i= 1,2 ,..., r, 
By= B;, i=r+l,...,b, 
B’,’ = (+-, i=b+l,...,b+n-h, 
the resulting configuration is a (2n, n)-design on V\{x}U{~}. 
Having shown some of the relationships between equidistant codes and (r, h)- 
I o“,‘,rrr .- _ I L- t*.- now give Deza’s inequality for equidistant codes. 
eorenr 1.1 (Deza [3J). Zf A is the matrix of clhq (m, 2k, iz)-code and ci is the 
nw~her of I’s in the ith c&nzn of A, then c&n -- c, b s mk. 
A nice combinatorial proof was given by van Lint ir) [8]. Since (r, A)-designs are 
equivalent to balanced equidistant codes with the column vectors of the codes 
corresponding to the incidence vectors of the blocks, we have the following. 
.2. If an (r, A )-design on v varieties has a block of cardinalfty (length) 
k,, k, rwst satisfy 
k, ( u - k, ) s nv. 
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The incidence matrix of a (2n, @-design on u varieties and 6 blocks is a 
balanced equidistant (u, 2n, 6, n)-code. Since every row vector has precisely 2n 
l’s, by adjoining a row vector of all O’s we obtain an equidistant (U + 1,2n, b)- 
code. Thus for (2n, n)-designs we have the following. 
COroU4Wy 1.3. If 4.2 (2n, n)-design on u varieties has ki 
then 
ki(U+l-ki)<n(U+l). 
as the length of any block, 
This inequality has proved to be fundamentally important in determining the 
structure of (2n, n)-designs and equidistant codes. This in turn h;s helped to 
establish results on (r, A)-designs. See for example [3, 5, 7, 17, 181. 
2. Structural results 
Connor [2] gives analytical methods for investigating the structure of BIBD’s. 
The first portion c-if this section outlines his technique as applied to the more 
general incidence structures of (r, A)-designs. 
The following lemma is taken directly from [2]. 
Lemma 2.1. If A is the (u + t) x (u + t) matrix given below, 
A= 
. 
. 
P 
___ _________ 
e u+l,l ’ 
. 
. 
. 
e v+t.l l 
i ei.u+l 
ie 2.c+l 
I 
1p ; . 
I 
I 
. 1 
I - 
I 
a i eu.u+1 I 
---_ _____~__________ 
. . e : eut1.u+1 u+l.u ,
i 
I 
. . e u+t,u : eu+t,u+1 I 
then ~A~=[(Y+(v--l>p] rc’(or~)‘~~t ’ l&l where B, is the tx 
elements are 
6. IU =[a++ ~~Pl~~-P~~u+i,u+,-~~+~~-~~P1 i 
i=l 
u 0 
i=l i=l 
The proof of this can also be found in [6]. 
t matrix whose 
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It is easily established that if N is an incidence matrix of an (r, A)-design on u 
varieties then NN’r = (r - A)1 + Al where I is the u x u identity matrix and J is the 
0 X v matrix of all 1’s. 
Taking any subset of t blocks from the (r, A)-design we let No denote the v x t 
incidence sub-matrix for these blocks. 
Then N;fN, = A, where A, is a t X t matrix with entries Sij in which Sij is the 
number of varieties common to the ith and jth chosen blocks. We also define ki 
to be the length of the ith block, SO Sii = ki. 
We can rearrange the columns of N so that the first t columns correspond to 
the columns of No. Now letting 
where I, is the t x t identity matrix and Ot,h-t is the t x (b - t) matrix of all O’s we 
see that 
Since MVT = (r -- h)Z + AJ we applv Lemma 2.1 and obtain _ 
IN,N’;I =[r+(u - ~)A]~‘+‘(P-A)“-‘-~ ICJ
in which Ct is the t X t matfix whose eicments are 
Cii =[r+(t~- l)A](r-A)-[r+(~- l)A]ki +Akfy 
ci j= -[r+(t,- l)A]S,j +Akiki (iifj). 
The only differences between the Connor method for BIBD’s and that for 
(r, A)-designs are the above expressions for the entries of C,. Connor calls C, the 
characteristic matrix of the t chosen blocks. 
The following theorem now follows directly from [2]. 
core . Given an (r, A)-design on u varietim and b blocks, which has a 
characteristic matrix C, relative to t chosen blocks, then 
(i) IC+O 4if t<b-u 
(ii) IC,l=o ift>b-u 
(iii) [r+(v--l)A] r+‘[r-A]“-r-’ ICJ is a perfect square ift=b--u. 
If we let 
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where & is a 1 x 6 of l’s, then 
NJq-= 
v 
NV t 
. 
. 
. 
r 
VY . ..r b 
from Lemma 2.1, 
JN,N~~~=(r-A)“-‘([r+<u-l)A][(r-A)b-vr’]+~~’r”)=cl. 
Then, as in Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following. 
Theorem 2.3. In an (r, A)-design on v varieties and b blocks 
(i) da0 ifb-v>O, 
(ii) d = 0 if b - v = 0, 
(iii) d is a perfect square if b - v = 1. 
The case when b -v = 1 was investigated by Marrero and Butson [lo]. They 
formed N1 as above and obtained (iii) of Theorem 2.3; They then characterized 
this class of designs. An immediate corollary of Theorem 2.3 is the following 
result also found in [14]. 
Corollary 2.4. In an (r, A)-design on v varieties 
ba 
vr” 
r+A(v-1)’ 
We see that adjoining Jl,b to the incidence matrix introduced b irito the 
expression \N,NTI. Also b was not present in the expressions of Theorem 2.2. 
With this in mind we form the following matrix. 
Now 
a,-- I 
1 . . . 1 
Theorem 2.5. For any (r, A)-design on v varieties and b blocks 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
IC!“laO if t<b-v, 
iCi”l=O if t>b-v, 
[r+(v - l)A]-t+l(r-A)u-‘-* IC!“I is a perj’ect square if f = b-v. 
It is 
emQtY 
interesting to note that the b blocks of Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 may include 
blocks. 
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Using Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
IN,Cl= [r+(v - l)h]-‘+l(r-A)U-t-l Ic:“l 
where Cl ‘) is a t x t matrix with the following entries 
clt’=[r+(V-l)A](r-A)-[Y+(V-l)A]ki+Ak? (izf), 
c!l) = ci -[[r+(V - l)A]S,j +Akkj (i# f, i# f), 
C$‘=[r+(v-l)A](r-A)b-[r+(v-1)A]vr2+Av2r2, 
P!‘=:Ci:‘=[r+(v-l)A](r-A)-[r+(v-l)AJkjr+Akjvr (j#t). ’ *I 
As in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we obtain the following. 
3. Inequalities for the size of blocks 
It is well-known (see [9]) that in any non-trivial (r, A)-design with v varieties 
and h blocks b 2 u. So as a xrollary to Theorem 2.2 we have, 
Corollary 3.1. If ki is the length of some block in an (r, A)-design on v uurieties, 
then 
k(n +Av -Ak,)Cn(n +Av). 
Proof, In Theorem 2.2 let t = 1. Therefore 
:$=[r+(u-- l)A](r-A)-[r+(v- l)A]ki +AkfaO. 
Since n = r-A we obtain the above inequality. 
In terms of balanced equidistant codes the result becomes 
then 
3.2. If ci is a column sum in a balanced equidistant (m, 2k, n, A)-code, 
ci(k+Am-Aci)sk(k+Am). 
Note that for a (2n, n)-design, Corollary 3.1 is identical to Corollary 1.3. The 
questior remains as to whether the inequality of Corollary 3.1 is stronger than 
that of c‘qrollary 1.2. 
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From Corollary 1.2 we see that either 
or 
k < 
v -(v2-4nv)lJ2 
.zI 
2 
ki au +(v2;4nv)l12 
Similarly from Corollary 3.1 either 
k,n+Au-[(n+Au)2-4nA(n+Av)]1t2 
2A 
or 
k 
,n+hz~+[(n+hv)~-4nh(n+Av)]~‘~ 
.c 
2A 
(3. I) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Now the discriminant in (3.1) and (3.2) is negative if v c 4n. In this case the 
inequality of Corollary 1.2 yields no information and so certainly the inequality of 
Corollary 3.1 is as strong as that of Corollary 1.2. 
If v 2 4n the discriminants of the above expressions are easily seen to be 
non-negative. 
Lemma 3.3 
(9 
v - (v2 -4nv)‘12 
2 
~n+hv-[(n+hv)2-4nh(n+Av)]1’2 
2A 9 
(ii) v +(v2-4nv)lJ2 Z_n+Av+[(n+Av)2-4nA(n+Av)]“2 
2 
-= 
2A 
. 
Proof. The 2 inequalities are obtained straightforwardly. 
So the inequalities of (3.3) and (3.4) restrict the block lengths of (r, A)-designs 
more than the inequalities of (3.1) and (3.2). 
Note that Corollary 3.1 restricts block lengths for given r, A, and v while 
Theorem 2.5 with t = 2 restricts block lengths for given r, A, v, and 6. In 
particular, if k is the length of some block in an (r, A)-design on v varieties and 6 
blocks then k must satisfy the following. 
(Ab-r2)k2+(vr2- ab+2m)k+n(ab-vr2-a)20 
where a=r+(v- l)A. Corollary 2.4 gives a lower bound for 6 in terms of r, A, 
and v. 
An interesting class of (r, A)-designs, related to a problem of Doehlert and Klee 
[4], are those extremal designs which satisfy the identity r2 = bh, where b repres- 
ents the number of blocks (some of which may be empty). The inequalities of this 
Section and the determinantal conditions of Section 2 have proven to be very 
useful in determining these extremal designs (see [ 111). 
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